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Curriculum Information 

I am Warrior! 

 

Dear Parents/Carers 

 

What a great start to the new academic year it has been! The children have all settled in really well. In Year 4 we 

have two session of PE a week. These will be on Monday and Friday. Please ensure both indoor and outdoor kits are 

in school as we might take advantage of a sunny warm day or move inside if it is too wet or cold!   

 

The children are beginning to engage in our first topic ‘I am Warrior’. They have begun to discover what life was 

life in Britain before the Roman invasion; building their very own Celtic roundhouses up on the school field. An 

extremely fun and muddy afternoon! We are excited about marching further into the topic when we have a visit 

from UP AN' AT 'EM! HISTORY to learn first-hand more about Roman Britain. 

 

Throughout the half term we shall continue to step back in time to ask ‘What have the Romans ever done for us? -  

exploring when and why the Romans invaded and what they did to change the face of Britain forever.   

 

Literacy  

Fiction – Story Writing 

(Skill - Fronted Adverbials)  

Non-Fiction – Non Chronological Reports 

Children will look at a range of opening paragraphs to 

stories to investigate how a range of sentence 

structures can engage the reader. We will start by 

identifying adverbial phrases in existing sentences and 

explore how these can be re-organised to create 

interesting sentence openers. The children will take 

part in drama activities to inspire descriptive writing 

about Roman and Celtic warriors’ ventures into battle.  

Children will read and discuss a range of non-

chronological reports analysing how the texts are 

organised and structured; identifying the main ideas; 

and collecting language and phrases that help interest 

the reader. We will use the fantastic ‘Horrible 

Histories’ series as a cross curricular link to our topic 

work.  This will enable them to think about audience and 

purpose when planning and writing their own non-

chronological reports.  

 

Maths 

Place Value 

Children will focus on recognising the place value of each 

digit in 4-digit numbers and become confident in 

ordering, rounding and finding 1000 more or less than a 

given number. They will then start to apply this 

knowledge in order to solve problems and reason 

/explain their thinking. 

Addition and Subtraction 

Children will further their ability to partition numbers in 

different ways to build a range of mental strategies for 

addition and subtraction. They will focus on estimating 

and using inverse operations to check answers to 

calculations, and begin to add and subtract numbers 

with up to 4 digits using the formal written methods of 

columnar addition and subtraction.  

 



Roman Numerals 

Linking to our Romans topic children will learn to indentify Roman numerals to 100 noticing how the number system 

changed. They will use this knowledge to problem solve with a focus on verbal mathematical reasoning. 

Science Teeth and 

Digestion 

Children will learn to identify and compare the different types of teeth and their 

functions; recognising what may threaten the health of our teeth, and suggesting 

ways to protect them. They will learn about the basic parts of the human digestive 

system and what happens to food as in the process of digestion as it passes though 

the body. 

History 

and 

Geography 

I am Warrior 

(Romans) 

Children will explore how life in Britain changed after the Roman invasion; moving 

from the Iron age of the Celts to Roman Britain. They will lean about the famous 

historical figure Boudicca and her impact on British history. Children will improve 

their geographical knowledge and map reading skills when learning about the 

expanding Roman Empire and discover how the Romans changed the face of England 

forever.  

ICT Textboxes Children will continue to develop using word processing software to support and 

enhance their writing and presentation of texts. They will learn to insert text 

boxes, format text within them and use bullet points to organise text.  

PE Invasion Games 

– Football 

 

Children will develop a range of skills, devise rules and use and adapt tactics in 

different situations. They will learn which activities help speed, strength, stamina 

and utilise these when getting involved in games. 

RE  How does God 

teach us to 

Live? 

Children will explore how Christianity teaches us to live among each other and treat 

others with respect. They will look at the 10 commandments and create their own 

moral codes and rules.   

French   The children will explore the basic foundations of the French language including 

numbers, colours, greetings and an increasing variety of vocabulary; recapping and 

building on their knowledge form Year 3. 

Music  Tabla Drums Music will be taught by the fantastic ‘Darbar Arts’! The children will be introduced 

to a range of new and exciting instruments - with a focus this half term on using 

Tabla Drums to explore rhythm. 
 

We are looking forward to a great first term of fun filled learning and wish to thank you all for your continued 

support. 
 

Joanne Watson, Luke Narborough, and Simon Hitchcox 

Year 4 Teachers 

 

Anna Hartley, Savi Kandola, Vanessa Spencer, Marie Darlison and P.E staff 

Year 4 Support Team 

 


